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legal chatbots







what are the limits of computational law?



( substitute legal decision-making )

















predict |priˈdikt|

verb [with obj.]

to foretell the future; to say or estimate that (a specified thing) 
will happen in the future or will be a consequence of something

ORIGIN early 17th cent.: from Latin verb praedicere,

from prae- ‘beforehand’ + dicere ‘say.’



praedicere ≠ episteme



prediction as proxy



“I think there is a world market for maybe five
computers.”

Thomas Watson, IBM



“640k ought to be enough for anyone”

Bill Gates, Microsoft





“For the rational study of law the blackletter man may 
be the man of the present but the man of the future is 
the man of statistics and the master of economics.”

- Holmes



“The duty to keep a contract at common law means a 
prediction that you must pay damages if you do not 
keep it — and nothing else.” 

- Holmes



“The object of our study, then, is prediction, the 
prediction of the incidence of the public force through 
the instrumentality of the courts.”

- Holmes



“The prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and 
nothing more pretentious, are what I mean by the law.”

- Holmes



“In these sibylline leaves are gathered the scattered prophecies 
of the past upon the cases in which the axe will fall. These are 
what properly have been called the oracles of the law. Far the 
most important and pretty nearly the whole meaning of every 
new effort of … thought is to make these prophecies more 
precise, and to generalize them into a thoroughly connected 
system.”

- Holmes













“I think there is a world market for maybe five
computers.”

Thomas Watson, IBM











legal prediction 
v.

answering legal questions
v. 

advising clients
v.

deciding a case



GDPR article 22



The data subject shall have the right not to be 
subject to a decision based solely on automated 
processing, including profiling, which produces 
legal effects concerning him or her or similarly 
significantly affects him or her.





rule-following behaviour // following a rule



machine learning is non-normative



internal/external point of view
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